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PREVIEW Ditched by a fiance. Betrayed by a friend. A desire for revenge. One lifechanging weekend. *** He’d broken her heart once. Would she give him a chance to
break it again? “What do you want Aaron?” Farrah asked. “Why are you really here?”
“What if I said I made a mistake letting you go?” “Wh—what do you mean?” Farrah
stammered, not believing her ears. He did not just say that? Did he? Her heart rate
picked up speed. “What if I said I realize what a big mistake it was to let you go?” her
ex-fiance, who was scheduled to be married in two days, said. Aaron walked over to the
bed and sat beside Farrah. He took one of her hands in his. “This doesn’t make any
sense,” Farrah said, almost to herself. His declaration totally threw her off balance. It
was the last thing she expected. The very last. She looked at her hand in his. His touch.
She’d dreamed about this for months. And her dream was miraculously coming true,
but … Was her stand-in lover determined to become a more permanent fixture? The
Irishman Their mating had been vicious, savage, barbaric … and beautiful. And Farrah
wanted more of him. So much more. She hadn’t been consumed by this kind of desire
since – since forever. Even Aaron, the man she’d loved for almost a decade, had never
come close to making her do some of the things she’d done last night with this perfect
stranger. He was wickedly beautiful. Sinfully sexy. Rakishly seductive. Soulfully
encompassing. And all of this made him the perfect stand-in lover; the perfect man to
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show up with to her ex-fiance’s wedding. Aaron would be able to smell another man’s
scent on her. She knew he would because the kind of mind-blowing coupling she’d
experienced last night didn’t stay confined to the bedroom. It seeped out of your pores
and brought a stupid grin to your face for the world to see, smell, crave, and wonder
about. *** Her living room wall served as a bed. He pushed her up against it, lifted her
off her feet and slammed himself home one last time – all without breaking the kiss that
had ignited it all. Farrah release was so hard that her legs, which were wrapped tightly
around his waist, fell limp against him. Finn grabbed a fistful of her hair and pulled her
head to the side. He whispered in her ear, “He was a fool to let you go.” He zipped his
jeans, planted a hard kiss on her lips and left her standing there, practically naked as
he closed the door softly behind him. Farrah dropped to her knees and sobbed. The
handsome Irishman left her body satiated, and her soul ripped to shreds. *** How could
a perfect stranger recognize her value, and Aaron, the man she’d given everything to
for years, discard her without even so much as a goodbye? God she hated him. And he
would pay. Or, was the all-knowing Irishman right when he said she wanted her ex
back? “There’s a thin line between love and hate, Farrah Jane,” he said, moving his
hand up to encircle her waist. It didn’t help that he was helping her blur that line so
wickedly.
High school junior Paulie Passero considers himself a social misfit. He is sixteen years
old and has never had the courage to ask a girl out on a date. He thinks he's a poor
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excuse for the average male...until he experiences something far worse. Paulie
witnesses an unspeakable act by a member of the football team under the bleachers
one afternoon. The star linebacker threatens him with physical harm if he tells anyone
what he has seen. Paulie is at a crossroads. Should he protect a girl's reputation? Or
defer to the oversize bully intimidating him? Dating has suddenly taken a back seat to
this new dilemma.
END YOUR LONELY WEEKENDS ONCE AND FOR ALLConquer fear of rejection, get
rock star confidence and learn powerful, seductive conversational techniques that make
you irresistible. Start dating the kind of guys you've always wanted! Here's my 9-Step
Formula: Step 1: CONQUER YOUR FEAR OF REJECTIONLearn my secret for
eliminating approach anxiety so you can talk to ANYBODY anywhere without sounding
needy or insecure. I will give you a simple exercise you can use to DESTROY your fear
of approaching good-looking gay guys immediately. It’s a combination of adding
rational empowerment to your inner dialogue, a game-changing visualization and a stopyou-in-your-tracks mind-shift. And it works whether you’re in a bar or anyplace else. It
will make gay dating fun again! Meet Hotter Guys is Book #1 of 3 books in The Gay
Dating Series. Step 2: GET ROCK STAR CONFIDENCEUse my strategies and you’ll
be able to walk into a room and get noticed right away. You’ll learn the “3 second rule”
and how to use it to COMPLETELY remove any anxiety you have about approaching
gorgeous guys. I show you this piece of stellar gay advice on P. 26-30. Step 3: GET
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GUYS TO PURSUE YOUYou can do this even if you’re not tall, rich or handsome. By
using the concept of “Demonstrating Value,” you can literally get the hottest guy in the
room to pursue YOU. All you have to do is understand a few fundamentals about
human nature and apply them. It’s fun, easy to learn, and it WORKS. P. 41-54. Step 4:
SAY SOMETHING CLEVERWhat can you say to somebody that won’t sound like a
cheesy pick up line or an awkward, try-hard attempt to sound cool? Learn the 7 biggest
mistakes most gay guys make when trying to start a conversation (and how to avoid
them). Try my long list of irresistible, no-rejection openers. They’ll capture the
imagination, stir curiosity and set the stage for a real connection. Use them TONIGHT.
They’re all on P. 55-75. Step 5: CREATE A POWERFUL FIRST IMPRESSIONLearn
how to give a guy that same feeling of “I have to have him” that he gets when he sees
a guy who is rich, famous, or good looking… without being any of those things yourself.
There are 5 things you can do in the crucial first 10 minutes with a man that instantly
lets him know you’re “in his league.” How to do it? It’ll all on P. 31-36. Step 6: MAKE
YOURSELF MORE APPEALINGLearn how to start a conversation with a good-looking
guy who doesn’t look interested. I’ll show you the best way to disarm guys who think
you may be hitting on them so they’ll relax enough to have a conversation (and give
you a chance to charm them). It’s all on P. 37-40. Step 7: BUILD
ATTRACTIONDiscover the most powerful approaches to getting him interested in you.
They’re GUARANTEED to make him look at you and think, “Tonight just got more
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interesting.” They’re fun to do, they put a smile on his face and best of all, they’ve
been field tested in gay bars, parties and social events. These gay tips are all on P.
76-82. Step 8: KEEP IT EXCITINGI’ll show you how to prevent ‘conversation stalling”
and awkward silences by using something called “Multiple Threads.” By talking in a
way that creates mild suspense, you’ll create energy, rapport and the feeling that you
have a lot to talk about. You’ll never run out of things to say again! P. 83-84. Step 9:
CREATE SEXUAL TENSION Strategic touching builds comfort and creates desire.
Start out with indirect touching and escalate slowly with these time-tested tactics. Find
out how to position yourself for no-threat touches, where to touch and how to use the
“Prize Theory” to get him to touch YOU. Pretty soon you’ll need to read my gay sex
advice series! All on P. 85-90.
What if I told you that there's a king within you and you can confidently date the most
breathtaking women, no matter how shy you feel? Learn the secrets of how to be
confident and understanding women's desires from the lens of a dating coach for men.
Dating and loving a woman doesn't need to be complicated. Every woman craves a
confident, grounded king, but most men are too codependent & insecure and don't
know how to get a woman hooked. Instead of prioritizing themselves, most men
prioritize women. But women don't want to date a doormat. They want to date a
dominant man. In Unleash The King Within, you will learn: The healthy habits &
mindsets of a man even the most beautiful women crave to date. How to stop pleasing
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women and start pleasing yourself. How to break your rejection streak & replace it with
an attraction breakthrough. How to avoid the common mistakes most men make when
talking to women. How to overcome your fear of talking to women, getting rid of
approach anxiety, and making it fun to be around them. How to reduce the risk of
rejection and make it less painful when it happens. How to develop a robust masculine
identity and believe in yourself so that any woman wants to date you. How to make tiny,
easy changes that deliver big results with women looking to date. How to avoid
unnecessary conflict in a relationship & easily diffuse unavoidable conflict with your
woman. Make long-term relationships effortless and fun, instead of a battle to win. And
most importantly, how to put these ideas into practice in real life and become the king
you're born to be. This book is for: Men who feel that attractive women are out of their
league and don't have what it takes compared to other men. Men who are afraid of
rejection and don't know how to make the first move to talk to beautiful women in
person. Men who don't know how to move a conversation forward and don't know how
to get a woman to date them. Men who don't feel confident & struggle with their
masculine identity and feel insecure around women, or often even around men. Men
who are women-pleasers, afraid to say "No" to a woman because they fear being
disliked & men who are treated as a convenience. Men who date flakey hot & cold
women who don't respect you & your time enough to give you attention. Men who can't
keep a long-term relationship because women get bored or frustrated and find love in
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other places. Men who have a broken heart from failed relationships that didn't work out
due to not confidently talking about the relationship problems. Are you ready to unleash
the king within? Do you want to understand women better, have incredible sex, and
have a better relationship that lasts for as long as you want? Scroll to the top and click
the "buy now" button, learn how to attract love, and kiss your days of insecurity around
women goodbye.
If you’re looking for a fun Saturday night date or a happily-ever-after mate, this is the
guide for you. Whether you’re young and haven’t dated much or older and have been
out of circulation so long you’ve forgotten how to flirt, dating can be intimidating. Author
Dr. Joy Browne, America’s favorite psychologist, demystifies the whole dating process,
from getting a date, plotting the place, and having a great time (or dealing with dud
dates) to moving beyond a first date, playing it safe, and how sex can impact a budding
relationship. In this new edition, Dr. Joy offers updated guidance on how to find a date,
covering "speed dating," Internet dating services, and singles nights at grocery stores
and other unexpected places. She delivers fresh pointers on a whole host of topics,
including: Building your confidence and polishing your social self Determining if you’re
really ready to date How to meet and approach Mr. or Ms. Intriguing Where to go, what
to do, what to wear, and what to avoid on the first date Taboo subjects, such as your
ex, sex, politics, and religion Cell phone and e-mail etiquette Moving from dating to a
successful relationship and the four stages of attachment Breaking up (just in case Mr.
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or Ms. Right wasn’t) and avoiding pity parties and pitfalls The dos and don’ts of
Internet dating Dr. Joy Browne’s nationally syndicated daily radio show is the longest
running program of its kind. Dr. Joy has won numerous awards for her work including
the American Psychological Associations President’s Award and the Talkers Magazine
award for Best Female Talk Show Host (two years in a row). She was #10 on the list of
the 25 Greatest Radio Talk Show Hosts of All Time, and has been named one of the
100 Most Influential Talk Show Hosts nine times. Dr. Joy can frequently be seen on
television as a guest on shows such as CBS’ The Early Show, Oprah Winfrey and
Larry King Live. Dr. Joy has authored: It’s A Jungle Out There Jane, Dating for
Dummies, The Nine Fantasies That Will Ruin Your Life, and Getting Unstuck. Dating
For Dummies, 2nd Edition includes advice for special dating situations such as longdistance relationships, office romances, single parents, senior citizens, and more. It
gives you worksheets to help you objectively analyze your date expectations and
evaluate a relationship. Packed with real-world wisdom, confidence boosters, and a
dash of humor, this is the guide to help you get out of exile, get into dating, and perhaps
even get into a meaningful relationship.
Dave Meggyesy had been an outside linebacker with the St. Louis Cardinals for seven
years when he quit at the height of his career to tell about the dehumanizing side of the
game?about the fraud and the payoffs, the racism, drug abuse, and incredible violence.
The original publication of Out of Their League shocked readers and provoked the
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outraged response that rocked the sports world in the 1970s. But his memoir is also a
moving description of a man who struggled for social justice and personal liberation.
Meggyesy has continued this journey and remains an active champion for players?
rights through his work with the National Football League Players Association (NFLPA).
He provides a preface for this Bison Books edition.
Now both men and women can put a name to their pain with BarCode, a sassy glossary
of words, definitions, and etymologies that perfectly articulates the bliss--and the
blunders--of modern dating. This is the ultimate "she said/he said" for anyone who ever
regretted saying anything. The Agony and the Ex-to-See\the ag-o-ne and the x-ta-ce\n.:
Cosmic law that states your most embarrassing moment will be witnessed by your ex.
Kisstake\kis-tak\n.: The act of being caught swapping saliva with someone other than
your girlfriend. Example: With his girlfriend out of town, Alan thinks he's safe to indulge
in some illicit tongue-tango with this sassy little thing he's just met in a hole-in-the-wall
club. Big kisstake! Message in a Bottle\mes-ij n a bot-l\n.: The late-night, drunken
message you left on his machine. From the happily married who want to reminisce
about their swinging single days, to the devastatingly single who want to be married, to
the involved but not committed, BarCode is destined to become your new best friend.
High school junior Ian Rowe has a crush on senior Jennifer Patt and wants to ask her to the
prom, but when he builds up the courage to ask her, he is afraid he may be setting himself up
for heartache. Original.
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With a job promotion and a newly purchased home Tori Stewart could use some help. Caving
in she finally hires someone from Man Maid cleaning service. Hot men are trouble and Tori has
learned that lesson well. However, the maid she’s employed is a lot more erotic and infuriating
than she is prepared to handle… and positively sizzling. Former military sergeant Seth Lewis is
busting his butt… or rather shaking it… along with cleaning houses in order to pay off his
brother’s mountain of medical bills. Needing money means he can’t be picky when taking
cleaning positions… even if that means taking a job from the one woman who can’t stand him.
He finds himself fascinated by his new boss and rather than avoiding her as he should… he
instead finds himself willing to dance to her tune.
Learn How To Meet & Attract Guys You've Always Dreamed Of... From The Host Of The
International Hit TV Series, The Sex Inspectors! Three things stop you from meeting the kind of
guys you want to have sex with, date or get into a relationship with... 1. Fear of Rejection 2.
Not Knowing What To Say. 3. Not Knowing What To Do. If you’re like a lot of gay men, you’re
in a low-confidence, low-competence trap. Not knowing what to say or do lowers your
confidence and the lack of confidence stops you from trying. What you need is a plan. Whether
you’re looking for love, sex, or intimacy, you need something that shows you how to conquer
your fear of rejection and learn powerful conversational techniques that makes you irresistible
to attractive guys so that gay dating becomes fun again. Here is Mike’s 8-step plan: Step 1:
CONQUER YOUR FEAR OF REJECTION Learn the formula to eliminating “approach anxiety”
so you can talk to ANYBODY anywhere without sounding needy or insecure. Step 2: GET
ROCK STAR CONFIDENCE With these strategies you’ll be able to walk into a room with
seductive confidence and irresistible charisma. Step 3: GET GUYS TO PURSUE YOU By
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“Demonstrating Value,” you can literally get the hottest guy in the room to pursue YOU. All you
have to do is understand a few fundamentals about human nature and apply them. Step 4:
SAY SOMETHING CLEVER What can you say to somebody that won’t sound like a cheesy
pick up line or an awkward, try-hard attempt to sound cool? Try these irresistible, no-rejection
openers. They’ll capture the imagination, stir curiosity and set the stage for a real connection.
Use them TONIGHT. Step 5: CREATE A POWERFUL FIRST IMPRESSION By combining the
concepts of scarcity, rapport and ‘social proof,’ you can make an unforgettable statement.
He’ll remember you the next time you meet and you’ll be drawn subconsciously into the same
role that created the first impression. How to do it? It’ll all in the gay dating section, P. 31-36.
Step 6: MAKE YOURSELF MORE APPEALING Every gay guy you approach has two
questions: “Are you hitting on me or just being friendly?” and “How long are you going to be?”
Learn how to make yourself more appealing by overcoming these roadblocks. Step 7: BUILD
ATTRACTION This series of irresistible conversational strategies teach you how to think
outside of yourself, consider other people’s reality, talk from a place of sincerity, understand
the underlying humanity behind conversations, connect in meaningful ways, and add value to
people’s lives. Step 8: KEEP IT EXCITING Learn how to prevent ‘conversation stalling” and
awkward silences by using “Multiple Threads.” You’ll create energy, rapport and lots of things
to talk about. MEET HOTTER GAY GUYS Will Help You… • Have More Sex • Get More Dates
• Land A Boyfriend Download It Today. Use It Tonight!
Men's Health magazine contains daily tips and articles on fitness, nutrition, relationships, sex,
career and lifestyle.
Break the rules and take charge of your career! The traditional job-search approaches just
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don't work anymore, and the days of trusting your career to your employer are long over. The
new-millennium workplace requires all of us to rewrite the rules and start treating our careers
like we're running a business—which means understanding the markets for our talents, knowing
our value, and looking out over the horizon to plot our paths going forward. Liz Ryan is a
former Fortune 500 HR SVP and the world's most widely read workplace thought leader. She
understands the recruiting system as only an insider can, and she shows you how to stay
focused on your goals and distinguish yourself from masses of job seekers. In Reinvention
Roadmap, you'll discover new tools, such as a "Pain Letter" and your "Human-Voiced
Resume" to land not just any job, but a job that celebrates your unique talents and takes you to
the level where you want to be. Whether you're entering the workplace or looking to switch
careers, you can get the perfect job if you step off the beaten path and follow the approaches
insiders use to gain access to the best positions. Reinvention Roadmap is the colorful, fun,
irreverent, and deeply practical guide to getting the job you want and building the career of
your dreams.
Genre: contemporary Word Count: 25,000 approx.
3 GAY DATING GUIDES FOR ONE LOW PRICE!1. MEET Hotter Guys: Wildly clever ways to
strike up conversations 2. ATTRACT Hotter Guys: The first body language guide for gay men
3. TEXT Hotter Guys:The only gay texting guide that ensures dates and hookups The Best
Selling Gay Dating Guides On Amazon Are Having A Three-Way!Now you can buy the 3-book
series for one low price. Written by “The East Coast Dan Savage,” Woody Miller is a gay
dating advice columnist and former host of HBO’s The Sex Inspectors. Book #1: MEET
HOTTER GUYSThis manual will help you develop rock star confidence. Imagine being able to
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walk into a room and get noticed right away. You wouldn’t be afraid of rejection. You’d be
able to start conversations with anyone anywhere at any time. And those conversations would
capture the imagination, stir curiosity and set the stage for a real connection. You’d be able to
start a conversation with a good-looking guy who doesn’t look interested and charm him into
wanting you. You’d know how to disarm guys who think you may be hitting on them so they’ll
relax enough to have a conversation (and give you a chance to see you as a potential partner
them). You’d know how to prevent ‘conversation stalling” and awkward silences. Book #2:
ATTRACT HOTTER GUYSAre you subconsciously sending “go away” signals to cute guys?
Look in the mirror. Your body language may be all wrong. It’s a good bet that half the guys you
like are turned off by your body language. This guide will show you how to use seductive body
language to make yourself more approachable. You'll learn how to: * Shake hands * Lean in
(or away) * Point your feet (yes, feet, long story) * Angle in a certain way during conversations
* The direction you approach guys you want to meet * The way you look at guys you're
interested in * The way you use your body to catch their attention * The way you use your
hands to gesture. Book #3: TEXT HOTTER GUYSHow long should you wait to text? Why is he
taking so long to respond? How can you come up with consistently clever texts? How do you
amp up the romantic or sexual tension? How do you get shy guys to ask for your number?
How do you turn distant guys into passionate dates? How do you get guys to pursue you. The
first texting guide for gay men answers all these questions. You'll also learn how to: * Say
something clever. * Create attraction. * Turn his texts into calls. * What to say on that first
phone call. * Post-date texting that ll heat up the sexual and romantic tension. * What to do if
you’re only in it for the sex. Save Money & Improve Your Love Life!Bought separately, these
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books would cost $23.97 but they're yours for $9.99 as a bundle. Scroll up, click the buy button
and enjoy your soup!

They were average. They were in the middle. They were nothing fancy. You
might even say they were ordinary. They were a group of kids who suffered from
the abuses from the popular and the rough crowd when they were younger. Now
older and in high school, these average kids now carry that pain suffered in their
younger days around with them when they do the things they do. And the things
they do are fun and give them a spice of life they need in their small Indiana
town. Creeping around at night, soaping, TPing, and causing mischief are what
they love to do and most of them have accepted the idea that it 's perfectly okay
and really isn t hurting anyone. That is until the night before their graduation
when they all must answer the question, When is enough really enough
Bianca Madison doesn't put a lot of stock in the theory that some people have
special gifts to see with the mind's eye. Yet when she begins having dreams
about murdered women, she has to reconsider. What begins as a quest into her
own sanity quickly becomes a question of her own innocence. Does Bianca have
the gift of foresight or is she herself a serial killer?
Date Out of Your League is an indispensable crash course in effectively
attracting, dating, and bedding the women usually confined to fantasies, utilizing
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a simple strategy and formula for success that transcends winning with women,
to winning in the boardroom, and in life. It will challenge you to examine your
concepts of dating, your perception of failure and rejection, as well as your
overall attitudes-the stuff that either makes you . or breaks you.
His best friend’s hot older sister. Her younger brother’s annoying sidekick. And
one forbidden kiss in high school… It was complicated back then. It’s even more
so now. Because former mean girl Sloane rolls back in town to find Rick stripping
at a charity event like he was born with biceps. And single dad Rick is her
landlord. And her brother will murder him if he has sex with her. But sometimes
you have to strip it all down to see what was there all along...
Maura Richards’ plan for her life is simply to not have a plan. From watching the
clock at her temp job to ending relationships before they get serious, Maura can
only commit to being noncommittal. Enter Jet Knox, the starting quarterback of
her beloved hometown pro football team. Maura dismisses their first encounter
as merely a thrilling brush with celebrity, but Jet has other ideas. He’s made a
living setting—and scoring—goals. Wooing Maura is his latest objective. Everyone
in Maura’s life seems to have an opinion about her relationship with Jet, but with
so many ideas, rumors, and doubts, Maura must rely on the judgment of the last
person she feels she can trust: herself.
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In The Prince of Tennessee, David Maraniss and Ellen Nakashima explore in rich
detail the forces that have shaped Al Gore's life, and the ways that his past offers
clues to what kind of president he would be. The Gore who comes to life in these
pages is an intelligent and competent man, struggling with self-doubt and
insecurity that explain his bureaucratic obsession with fact and his tendency to
exaggerate his accomplishments. Gore's path to power, at first glance, seems
straight and narrow. While Bill Clinton's rise is a story of obstacles overcome,
Gore's ascendance seems the opposite: the son of political aristocracy reared by
loving and demanding parents who groomed him as a princeling to reach the top.
But his life was shaped by as much duality as Clinton's. As a child Gore was
shuffled back and forth from political Washington to rural Tennessee, his
ancestral homeland. The contrast reflects a larger tension between what others
expected of Gore and what he wanted to do. Here was the quintessential good
son whom his classmates teased as the wooden Apollo. He would occasionally
try to rebel but inevitably be yanked back by the burden of expectations and his
own insecurity. His first ambition was to be a novelist, but his friends at Harvard
saw him as a royal figure for whom a political career was unavoidable. He
opposed the war in Vietnam, yet enlisted in the army anyway, out of an obligation
to shield his father, the antiwar senator. When he eventually turned to politics
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Gore brought with him competing impulses: the cautious political moderate with
an occasional tendency toward uncommon boldness, the awkward public figure
who in private can be a raucous storyteller, the loyal son and vice president who
wants to be considered on his own terms, the reluctant politician who burns with
a desire to fulfill his parents' dream and become president.
The Eagle Out of Your League By: Randy Jones The Detective Team was
licensed, and consisted of Bates, Brian Patterson and Kent. Richard Maltz, a
computer programmer, falsely believed that Los Angeles High School student
Kent went out with his girlfriend. Later, Richard discovers Kent to be his boss at a
computer company. Soon enough, Kent would earn his detective license and join
the detective agency of Bates, The Eagle.
Out of My League is a compelling story of letting go of the past in order to grow
into the future. At its center is a couple, two worlds apart, who find themselves
facing decisions that challenge their independence, their commitments, and their
way of life. Neither knew that a single trip to the library packed the potential to
change them both forever. Consumed by ambition, J.P. Ralston has control over
everything in his reach. A successful law practice, any woman he desires, and
total social freedom. A sudden turn of events has J.P. scrambling for parental
rights as he is forced to come to terms with remnants of past mistakes. In the
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midst of the chaos, one woman threatens to strip the jurisdiction hes come to
know as his own life. Samira Cartwright is a young widow, raising her daughters,
completely content in the world shes created for herself. Safe from relationships
and social agendas, Samiras days are immersed in family affairs and managing
the business of the Maple Street Library. One visitor awakens her spirit in ways
shed banished from memory. Samira suddenly finds herself longing for
companionship and dreaming of the man who dared to make her whole again.
Out of My League is so real readers will find their own lives etched in the pages.
Love never makes a wrong choice. Yet surrendering what has always been to
seek what might yet be is the challenge of a lifetime.
A look at the lives of three university-educated young Black Canadian men who
refuse to let fate and circumstance stand in the way of their search for love and
success. Star athlete Lucas Boudreau seduces Afaf Al-Qubail, a gorgeous Saudi
Arabian divorcee he meets at Carleton University. Closeted bisexual nerd Julius
Pierre is swept off his feet by gorgeous blonde Alexandra Hamilton, who accepts
him for who he is. Interracial love is in the air. The problem is Alexandra is kind of
controlling...and has a truly dark past. Gerard Duchene relentlessly pursues shy
Berber cutie Shaima Merbah, who falls for him. Hard. His feelings for her surprise
him. Is this lifelong Catholic ready to embrace Islam for the love of a good woman
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? Three timely tales about contemporary Black male life and romance in North
America.
The vivacious Amy Scott is a promising executive at a London management
consultancy firm where she ambitiously pursues her dream to succeed to the top,
climbing her way up the corporate ladder. Amy meets Mike, the wealthy hotelier,
at an executive workshop. She instantly desires Mike and pursues him. Mike has
a reservedly charming nature, is distant, elusive and secretive. His engagement
to a wealthy socialite is imminent. With the odds against her, is Amy's pursuit
forbidden and overly ambitious? Her morals fraying, Amy needs answers and
confides in Katie, her new associate. Does Amy tell all? In her daring pursuit of
Mike, what is Amy prepared to do? And how far is Amy prepared to go?
Based on the wildly popular monthly feature "Uncommon Knowledge" in Men's
Health magazine, this book is the ultimate reference guide for the man who
wants to know how to do everything better. It's a treasure trove of tips, advice,
secrets, and wisdom like . . . how to survive a bear attack (or a divorce), grow a
salad, woo beautiful women, take a punch, build a tree house, make a signature
cocktail, win at anything, whistle with your fingers, talk your way into a raise or
out of a ticket, rescue a fair maiden, patch a hole in drywall, catch and cook a
bass, lose weight fast, build muscle faster, start a fire with a flashlight . . . Plus:
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bar tricks, diet hacks, grilling tips, rules for building wealth, sex advice from
women, exercises for 6-packs, 10 uses for beer besides drinking, and much,
much more! It's everything men should have learned from their dads and favorite
uncles, but didn't.
Think & Date Like A Man is not for the faint-of-heart, the easily embarrassed, or
ladies wanting a feel-good session. It's direct, refreshingly real, and at times,
down and dirty, just like actual relationships with men!Think & Date Like A Man is
for women who are ready to hear the bold, honest, and often times brutal truth,
about how and what men-and not just any men, but the most successful and
wealthy men think about women. But that's just the tip of the dating iceberg.In
this tell-all book, April Masini will take you on a step-by-step journey turning you
into that exciting and elusive woman that successful and powerful men want. And
if anyone would know, it's April. She has dated (and married!) some of the most
successful, wealthy, and famous A-List men. Now she wants to show you how
you can, too!Think & Date Like A Man is a combination of April's professional and
personal expertise and experiences, her philosophies and strategies, along with
her trademark humor and lots of juicy dating tidbits about the world of high-level
dating. You'll find revealing insights into the minds of successful, rich, and
powerful men, while uncovering the secret to attracting, captivating, and keeping
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them. After reading this book, you will know so much about thinking and dating
like a man that you'll become the dating guru to every single woman who knows
you. And the best part is you'll be so confident in yourself that you'll never give a
second thought to revealing these tips to the competition. You can't ask for much
more from a book than that-well you could, but that would be greedy!
In HOW TO BE AN IRRESISTIBLE WOMAN, E .E. Kelley gives practical advice
on how you can become the object of desire of men everywhere. Each featured
chapter is supported with real-life stories from women of all walks of life, plus
evidence to support the authors claims. A few of the sample chapters include
Learn Proper Etiquette, Get Glamorous, Befriend His Friends and Update Your
Entourage. Kelley uses the perfect mixture of wisdom, wit and humor to help you
achieve your goals of being better, brighter and more beautiful. After reading and
applying the tips in HOW TO BE AN IRRESISTIBLE WOMAN, your love life will
soar to new heights.
Please, put the book down and walk away. You're not ready for everything
contained in this book. You're going to get mad, you're going to get sad, and
you're face is going to hurt. It's the rollercoaster ride your knuckles will bleed
from, for holding on so tight. This book will jerk your chain, ruffle your feathers,
smack you around, and leave you pondering. What can I say? I didn't wait 7
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years to write this book so you can forget about it. You'll never forget about it, just
like the people that have heard these stories before. This book has every aspect
of life compiled into it's pages. Race, drugs, religion, relationships, and sex.
Yeah, sex sells, but you may not like the sex in this book. Is that possible? After
reading this book, you'll never see sex in the same way. Like I said, you can't
handle this book. The T-bone steak in a world of hamburgers. Put it down.
"Open Mindful was birthed and commenced after the author was happily laid off once, from his
Madison Avenue corporate job in New York City. This book is a fast moving chapter creation
and journal. The main theme is for society and humanity to embrace free thinking.
The more we do things on purpose for a purpose it makes life more meaningful. These are
great activities that you may already be doing, but when you put the spin on it that you're also
doing this to get closer to someone, rekindle flames or just stay in love, it becomes doubly
meaningful. I will also point out, there is no wrong way to use these cards, but we will give you
some great ideas of how to in the book. You have 230 date ideas in this book, way more than
you can plan in a year if you're doing something once per week together, but that's on purpose.
Some of these will be right down your alley and others will be way out of your league and
personal goals. You're going to agree on the ones that suit you as a couple and toss the rest.
The Book is in 3 Parts Date Idea Cards (17 categories: over 230 ideas all together) Gift Giving
Ideas Shake it up Date Cards Is this for Dating or Married Couples? These cards can work for
both. What are some of the dating categories? Adventures Sports Christian Faith Budget
Creativity The Arts For Foodies Nature Lovers Seasonal etc. etc etc.. Can you give us some
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examples from the book.... Sure... you'll find that they vary in prep time. Amazing Race Find a
Rooftop Pool Play a game of Horse Create Little Italy at Home and make homeade Pizza A
Photo Walk and make a Mini Scrapbook Bike Rides in the Park If you like what you see, keep
searching for CorrieLeeAnns Lifecoach Planners. We will be producing more volumes of this in
the future. Feel free to give us some feedback to let us know what you would like to see more
of in the future. Great Gift Ideas for: Bridal Showers, Christmas, Anniversary, Valentines Day,
Birthday, Just Because, New Relationships.
Every single person I know asks, 'How can I meet her/him?
Pre-school teacher, Grace Lim, thinks that she has finally found her man at age 27. Mr-BlindDate-No.-7, Mike, has turned out to be everything that she’s ever wanted, dreamt about, and
more! With a marriage proposal in hand, Grace thinks that she’s set for life. Trouble begins to
stir in paradise when Mike informs Grace that he is re-locating from Manila to sunny Singapore
because of work. But the conveniences of modern technology aren’t enough to bridge the
distance between Mike and Grace; and what of Mike’s colleague Kaela who appears in every
photo that Mike’s uploaded online? So Grace decides to give Mike a surprise visit in
Singapore—but is she ready for what she will find?
Alek Novak didn't expect to find his personal chef even more intoxicating than her food. Nora is
entirely wrong for him, but he can’t seem to keep his distance. A funny, opposites-attract
romance. She’s a chef who doesn’t cook... All the trouble started when Nora agreed to
anonymously cater a fundraiser. She gave up cooking when her husband died and she had to
sell their restaurant to pay the medical bills and return to Magnolia Valley. But when her friend
asked her for a favor, she reluctantly agreed on the condition she remained anonymous. And
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that evening changes everything. It makes her want to start a restaurant again, unfortunately
she doesn’t have the money. So, when the wealthy businessman Alek Novak offers to pay her
lavishly to be his private chef for a few months, it seems like a dream come true. He’s a
billionaire businessman used to getting what he wants... Alek Novak is determined to hire the
chef who catered the fundraiser—even if she doesn’t want to be found. He might be temporarily
banished from society while a scandal dies down, but he does not intend to deny himself good
food. What he isn’t expecting is to find his chef even more intoxicating than her food. Nora is
entirely wrong for him, but he can’t seem to keep his distance. Soon she’s threatening his ironclad control and he makes her an indecent offer that she can’t turn down—have a no strings
attached fling before he goes back to Boston. But their passion is beyond anything they've
known and awakens their long-neglected hearts. But when all of the troubles Alek left Boston
to escape arrive in Montana, it threatens to destroy their growing love… Will these opposites be
able to defy all odds and find true love? This is the third book in the MAGNOLIA VALLEY
series. It can be read as a standalone or as part of a larger story line. · Dreaming of You (Josie
& Calvin) · Destined for You (Ethan & Astrid) · Fascinated by You (Nora & Alek) · He was
Playing for Keeps (Caine & Quinn) · Catching Her Wild Heart (Wyatt & Penny)
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